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a b s t r a c t

Recognition of the main morphostructural features of the western edge of the Huila Plateau (SWAngola)
can be done by using remote sensing techniques associated with field work. A digital elevation model
(DEM) of the area was built for this purpose. This model is based on altimeter data acquired from the
Aster sensor, on which image processing techniques such as enhancement techniques, contrast change
and filtering were applied. Other techniques, such as RGB colour composition, were also tested. The
processed satellite images were interpreted by visual process and the results were then compared with
available geological maps (scale 1: 1 000 000). To facilitate both analysis and interpretation, the edge of
the plateau was divided into three sectors: northern (or Chongoroi Edge), central (or Humpata Edge) and
southern (or Oncocua Edge). For each sector, the main morphological aspects and main lineament sys-
tems were identified and characterized. In the specific case of the central sector, these parameters were
also confirmed by field work. This study shows that the morphology of the western edge of the plateau is
dominated by N50�W-N60�W, N60�E and N-S trending main tectonic systems. These results have
important implications in terms of geological mapping and regional tectonics as well as in land-use
planning and other areas, such as hydrogeology or geotechnics.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Satellite images obtained and analysed with the most diverse
array of technological means have turned up geomorphological
aspects and tectonic lineaments, which are subject to interpreta-
tion. By conducting a detailed study of relatively limited sectors of
the Earth's surface, it is possible to recognize and evaluate struc-
tural aspects, particularly fracture patterns, as well as make
tectono-structural and cinematic interpretations for large domains,
whether they're continental (e.g., Lopes et al., 2007, 2012; Ayday
and Gümüslüoglu, 2008; Baruah and Hazarika, 2008), oceanic
(e.g. Pereira et al., 2008, 2009) or insular (Lopes et al., 2014). These
ências e Tecnologia da Uni-
mico, 3000-134 Santa Clara-
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new methods offer a way to bypass the high costs associated with
time-consuming classic geological recognition techniques. They
also enable the collection of information even in inhospitable re-
gions and/or regions of difficult access, which are quite common in
the African continent. Recognition of the main structural lineament
systems of the western edge of the Huila Plateau (SW Angola) and
definition of its main morphostructural characteristics to comple-
ment structural mapping are the main goals of the present study,
which aims to determine such aspects through interpretation of
spatial remote detection digital data acquired by the Landsat sat-
ellite's sensor (ETMþ) and the Earth satellite's sensor (Aster).

2. Geomorphological and geological settings

2.1. Geomorphology

The Huila Plateau is located in the South Central region of
Angola and its western edge extends from Chongoroi, Benguela
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Province, in the north (13� 34.70 S e 13� 56,60 E), to Oncocua,
Cunene Province, in the south (16� 39.40 S e 13� 250 E), spanning
over 300 km. It forms the natural boundary between the provinces
of Huila and Namibe (Fig. 1).

The surface of the western edge of the Huila Plateau is spread
over two geomorphological units (Marques, 1977): i) unit I, the
Ancient Plateau, which includes the southern half of the plateau
edge and is represented by a flattened and tectonically uplifted
surface; ii) unit II, the Marginal Mountain Range, which comprises
the northern half of the plateau edge and is represented by very
sharp reliefs. Altitude ranges from 1000 m (Oncocua) to 2300 m
(Humpata Plateau). To the west, these units quickly give way to the
unit III of Marques (1977), the Transition Zone, which extends
parallel to the Atlantic Ocean and is represented by a succession of
plateaus at different levels. This change is reflected on the land-
scape as an imposing step of erosion, which in certain areas is
dramatic enough to result in the formation of impressive scarps
(Fig. 2). Standing more than 1000 m high, heavily indented and, at
certain points, coatedwith bare rock, these scarps are characterized
by a strong level of fracturing, which facilitates the erosive pro-
cesses and promotes rockfalls with the consequent accumulation of
rock debris at the foothills. Fractures and canyons opening west-
wards, some deeply embedded into the wall of the massif, are quite
common. The monumental Tundavala Gorge in the Humpata
Plateau (e.g. Henriques et al., 2013), standing more than 2200 m
high, is a particularly good example of such a structure (Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. The imposing scarp of the western edge of the Huila Plateau.
2.2. Geology

The western edge of the Huila Plateau is part of the Angola
portion of the Proterozoic Congo Craton (the Angola-Kasai Block;
e.g. Delor et al., 2008; Pedreira and Waele, 2008; Batumike et al.,
2009). Its interior has remained stable since the Limpopo-
Liberian (c.2680 M.a to 2820 M.a) and the Eburnean and/or
Fig. 1. Geographical setting of the Western Edge of the Huila Plateau (background images fro
II e Marginal Mountain Range; III e Transitional Zone; Vc e Kunene river basin; VII e Coa
Tadilian (c.2100 M.a to c.2000 M.a) orogenic cycles. However, its
peripheral zones were reactivated and remobilized during the
Maiombian (1300 ± 200 M.a), Kibarin (1300 ± 100 M.a) and Pan-
African (c. 975M.a a c. 550 M.a) orogenic cycles (e.g. Torquato
et al., 1979; Carvalho, 1983; Carvalho and Alves, 1993; Ferreira da
Silva, 2009).

The lithological units outcropping along the western edge have
been the object of study of authors like Matias (1980), Carvalho
(1983, 1984), Carvalho and Alves (1993), Carvalho et al. (2000),
Pereira et al. (2011, 2013) (Fig. 4). The names and ages of these
units have changed with time, due to developments in analysis
techniques (geochemical and zircon U/Pb geochronology tech-
niques) and revision of the old classification criteria, based mainly
on their field relationships and ancient K/Ar or Rb/Sr radiometric
data. The classification presented here follows the one proposed by
mGoogle Earth 2012). Geomorphological units by Marques (1977): I e Ancient Plateau;
stal Zone.
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Pereira et al. (2013).

a. Kibarean distension units: they outcrop in the central sector of
the western edge (Humpata Plateau), and include: i) the Chela
quartzites (Chela Group; e.g. Correia, 1973, 1976; Pereira et al.,
2011) and ii) the Leba Formation (e.g. Pereira et al., 2011).

b. Eburnean episode units: they outcrop mainly both in the
northern and southern sectors of the western edge, and include:
i) Quartz-feldspatic porphyries; ii) Eburnean granitoids and
migmatits; iii) Peraluminous leucocratic granites; iv) Metal-
uminous granitoids; v) Gabbro-dioritic Complex.

c. Pre-Eburnean basement (remobilized at 1800 Ma): it outcrops
in the southwestern corner of the southern sector.

This wide variety of outcropping rocks has implications in the
distinct cuts of the edge of plateau.

3. Methods

The present work has made use of a digital elevation model
(DEM) obtained from ASTER data (GDEM, obtained with NASA's LP
DAAC). The DEM tiles are available at 1-arc second spatial resolu-
tion (approximately 30-m at the Equator), and were combined to
generate a seamless mosaic of the entire study area. Techniques of
analysis were applied on the model in order to highlight the
structural lineaments. These techniques included the use of direc-
tional and edge detection available with ArcGIS 10 (Fig. 5).

The directional filters (“hillshade”) generate a shadowed sur-
face, which takes into account the input illumination angle and
azimuth as well as the surface topography. The combination of
different filters (from different illumination azimuths) it is possible
to highlight the lineaments on the ground. The interpretation of the
images generated by the directional filters is a visual process, that
relies on the experience of a trained classifier.

Convolution filters were applied for edge detection, using a
moving kernel of 3 � 3 pixels. Edge detection filters are often used
to detect and highlight edges and can be described by matrices as
follows (3 � 3 pixels Eastern Gradient):

1 0 1
2 0 �2
1 0 �1
Fig. 3. The stunning Tundavala Gorge. a) View from
By running different edge detection filters, it becomes possible
to create a comprehensive and multi-directional map of the main
lineaments occurring in the area of interest. This information can
be integrated with the directional filters for a two-tiered inter-
pretation of the structural alignments highlighted by the method-
ology at the scale of the input data.

The topographical data was complemented when necessary by
information provided by ASTER, Landsat 7 ETMþ, and Landsat-8
OLI, distributed by the United States Geological Survey. The com-
mon spatial resolution (30 m) and open data policy (Landsat and
selected ASTER scenes) enabled the preparation of a comprehen-
sive geodatabase containing multi-mission and multi-season data.
The Landsat data was subjected to a simple pre-processing scheme,
which included the conversion to Top-of-Atmosphere (TOA) fol-
lowed by a reduction of the atmospheric effects using the “Dark
Pixel” method (Chavez, 1996). Finally the data was normalized
through histogram matching to streamline the comparison of
adjacent scenes (Rows 69 and 70 of both path 181 and 182 of the
Worldwide Reference System 2). The images were combined in
large mosaics covering the entire study area.

Several band combinations were generated for visual interpre-
tation. Furthermore, the multispectral data were used by the op-
erators to validate the interpreted lineaments, and remove artificial
features highlighted by the directional and edge detection filters
(e.g. roads). The satellite imagery were segmented to enhance
contrast between different regions. To this end, the border of the
plateau was divided into three sectors (Fig. 5): northern (or
Chongoroi Edge), central (or Humpata Edge) and southern (or
Oncocua Edge). The segmentation of the images was followed by a
comparison of the colour composites and pixel values with avail-
able geological maps (scale 1: 1,000,000). Photo interpretation was
confirmed by field recognition, whenever possible, in several lo-
cations of the Humpata Plateau.
4. Results

4.1. Chongoroi Edge

In this sector, located between the 13� 300 and 14� 300S parallels,
the plateau edge displays a general NE-SW trend and is quite
indented (Fig. 6a). Its northeast end forms an arcuate spur, striking
northwest, with its concavity pointing to the northeast. This sector
the plateau; b) View from the town of Bibala.



Fig. 4. Geological sketch map of the Western Edge of Huila Plateau. Redrawing from Matias, 1980, Pereira et al. (2011) and Pereira et al. (2013).
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exhibits a very rugged relief in its western and north-western
edges, which becomes smoother towards the southeast. This re-
lief has a general trend of NE-SW and NNW-SSE to the east, with
ridges and deep valleys in the shape of sigmoids. Next to the edge of
the plateau, those trends are intersected by NW-SE striking faults.

From the morphostructural analysis that was conducted, the
main systems of structural lineaments that can be interpreted are
(Fig. 6a and b):

- N45�W-N60�W: the predominant and most penetrative system
in this sector, it is more evident along the edge of the plateau,
cutting it into facets with the same orientation.

- N60�W-N70�W: mainly identified in the central and north-
eastern regions of the edge, where it controls the strike and
the sigmoid shape of the relief.
- N-S to NNW-SSE: mainly identified in the central and north-
eastern regions of the edge.

It is also worth highlighting the E-W to N30�W trending arcuate
lineaments in this sector. This very penetrative system is respon-
sible for the spur shape of the north-eastern end of the edge of the
plateau.
4.2. Humpata Edge

This sector is located between the 14�300 S and 15�300 S parallels
and it is home to the Lubango city, which stands at an altitude of
around 1900 m. Here, the edge of the plateau has a semi-elliptical
shape, with its convexity facing west and its major axis striking NE-
SW. It has very rugged facets alternating between NW-SE and NE-



Fig. 5. Digital terrain model (DEM) of the Huila Plateau obtained from ASTER data
(GDEM, obtained with NASA's LP DAAC), with a NW directional filter applied. The
topographical data was complemented by information provided by the Landsat-7
ETMþ. The sectors under study are represented by rectangles outlined in white: I e
Northern sector (Chongoroi Edge); II e Central sector (Humpata Edge); III e Southern
sector (Oncocua Edge).
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SWorientations (Fig. 7a). They form small polygons in the west and
south-west, whereas to the northeast their appearance is dendri-
form. Its relief is higher and more flattened in the midwestern
Fig. 6. a) Digital elevation model of the northern sector of the western edge of the Huila Pla
northern sector of the western edge of the Huila Plateau showing the orientation of the pr
region (Humpata Plateau) than in the north-eastern and south-
western ends. Here, the relief is more rugged but relatively lower
in altitude. It becomes lower and smoother to the east and south-
east. To the northeast, the relief seems at times to be conditioned by
NE-SW and NW-SE trending fault corridors, where S-sigmoid-
shaped deep valleys and Z-sigmoid-shaped ridges are arranged in
�echelon.

It can be inferred, from morphostructural analysis, that the
dominant lineament systems in this sector are the same as those in
the northern sector (Fig. 7a and b). On-field observations carried
out in several locations of the Humpata Plateau confirm this
interpretation.

- NW-SE (N50�W-N60�W): the most penetrative and most prev-
alent system in this sector, it cuts the edge of the Humpata
Plateau originating rugged facets with the same trend. It is
represented by deep canyons and fractures, of which the Tun-
davala Gorge, located northwest of the Lubango city, is the most
representative example (Figs. 3 and 7). The highest altitudes
registered in the Huila edge (2326e233 m) are close to the
Tundavala site. On the slopes of the Leba Road (Fig. 8) and the
Tundavala-Lubango Road (Fig. 9) there are granitic rocks deeply
affected by brittle and ductile shear zones with this trend. On
the slopes of the Leba Road, some granites are affected by
N50�W; 22�S trending shear zones, which are intruded by
dolerite dykes (Fig. 10). On the other hand, one of the joint
systems that is predominant in several quartzite outcrops (Chela
Group) close to the Humpata town (Fig. 11) and the Tundavala
Gorge (Fig. 12) also strikes in this direction. This lineament
system extends to the northwest, through the Namibe pene-
plain to the coast. Many of them are intruded by dolerite dykes
teau (Chongoroi Edge) with the main lineaments identified. b) Rosettes diagram of the
edominant structural lineaments.



Fig. 7. a) Digital elevation model of the central sector of the western edge of the Huila Plateau (Humpata Edge) with its main lineaments identified. b) Rosettes diagram of the
central sector of the western edge of the Huila Plateau (Humpata Edge) showing the orientation of the predominant structural lineaments.
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forming elongated ridges with the same trend as the ones that
outcrop next to the Bibala town.

- NE-SW to ENE-WSW: the second most common lineament
system in this sector, it can be identified mainly in the centre
and north-eastern regions of the edge of the Humpata Plateau,
forming corridors that extend to the adjacent peneplain and
controlling the sigmoid shape of the NW-SE striking dolerite
ridges. On the Leba and the Lubango-Tundavala roads' slopes,
cataclastic deformation zones with this strike can be identified
in granites. On the Leba Road it is possible to identify, in the
Fig. 8. Leba Road: a) Brittle shear zone in g
quartzites of the Chela Group, a fault-propagation fold striking
in this direction (Fig. 13). Joints striking in this direction can also
be identified in several quartzite outcrops next to the Humpata
town (Fig. 11) and the Tundavala Gorge (Fig. 12).

- N-S to NNW-SSE: this system is mainly identified in the Hum-
pata Plateau and in the north-eastern end of this sector. It seems
to favour the implantation of dolerite dykes.

The NNE-SSW and E-W systems are less significant and can be
identified throughout the whole edge.
ranite; b) ductile shear zone in granite.



Fig. 12. Systems of fractures affecting a quartzite outcrop located on the Tundavala
area.

Fig. 9. Lubango-Tundavala Road: Brittle shear zone in granite.

Fig. 10. Granites affected by N50�W; 22�S trending shear zones intruded by dolerite
dykes.
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4.3. Oncocua edge

This sector is located between the 15�300 S and 16�450 S paral-
lels. Here, the plateau's edge exhibits two orthogonally arranged
faces (Fig. 14a). The longest, facing northwest (north-western face),
Fig. 11. Systems of fractures affecting a quartzite outcrop located on the Humpata
Plateau.
is NE-SW striking and follows the Chabiva Mountain Range. The
shortest faces southwest (south-western face) and is NW-SE
trending. Its vertex intersects the Muvelaumo Mountain Range,
which is parallel to the south-western face and has an altitude of
around 1690 m. In both faces, the edge is quite jagged, which has
implications on the ground itself, much like what happens in the
other sectors. Thus, the land is at times remarkably rich in fractures,
canyons and crevices, which are sometimes quite incisive and open
onto the empty valley to the west and southwest. Relief is rougher
here than in the Humpata sector, but the average altitude of this
sector is less than that of the Humpata sector (about 1500 m). The
lowest altitudes (around 1000 m) can be identified in the south-
eastern end of the shortest face, in the Oncocua region.

Morphostructural analysis allowed the identification of the
following main lineament systems (Fig. 14a and b):

- NW-SE (N50�W-N60�W): much like the previous sectors, it is
the most penetrative and most prevalent system, hacking the
north-western face of the border into canyons and fractures and
controlling the orientation of the south-western face.
Fig. 13. Leba Road. Quartzites of the Chela Group affected by brittle-ductile zone (fault-
propagation fold).



Fig. 14. a) Digital elevation model of the southern sector of the western edge of the Huila Plateau (Oncocua Edge) with the main lineaments identified. b) Rosettes diagram of the
southern sector of the western edge of the Huila Plateau (Oncocua Edge) showing the orientation of the predominant structural lineaments.
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- N-S to NNW-SSE: the second most predominant system in this
sector.

- NE-SW: this system controls the orientation of the north-
western face of the Oncocua edge and carves its south-
western face. Although it is too a penetrative system, it isn't as
prevalent as in the other sectors.

- E-W: this system is mainly identified in the intersection zone of
the two faces of the plateau.

- ENE-WSW: this system obliquely intersects the previous sys-
tems and it can be identified mainly in the north-eastern region
of the northwest face of the Oncocua Edge.

5. Discussion

The western edge of the Huila Plateau is an approximately N-S
striking rocky wall of over 300 km in length. The tectono-structural
analysis conducted on this morphostructure (through the inter-
pretation of digital data obtained from spatial remote sensing
techniques coupled with field observations) allowed the identifi-
cation of its various intersecting lineament systems. These linea-
ment systems manifest themselves on the field as fractures and
Fig. 15. Schematic model for the operation of N60�E and N50�W structural systems
during the rift phases of lower Cretaceous.
rather incisive canyons, opening westward onto the emptiness of
the Namib peneplain.

- N50�W-N60�W: this is the most penetrative andmost dominant
system along the western edge of the plateau. It cuts the edges
into rugged facets with the same orientation, and it manifests
itself on the field in the shape of fractures and canyons. These
lineaments form structural corridors that extend to the north-
west through the Namibe peneplain as deep faults or shear
zones, through which doleritic rocks have at times intruded. The
faults in this system, which were thrust frontal ramps of the
Proterozoic orogenic belts, would have acted as normal faults
during the aptian rift phase of the South Atlantic (Fig.15) (Hudec
and Jackson, 2004), which led to the fragmentation of the
Gondwana Angola-Kasai Block.

- N60�E: this is the second most predominant system. In the
central sector it presents itself as shear surfaces that extend to
the southwest, through the Namibe peneplain, where they
control the orientation and the sigmoid shape of the NW-SE
striking doleritic ridges. This system is comprised of deep faults,
old regional shear zones and lateral ramps of the Proterozoic
orogenic belts, which would have acted as transfer fault zones
(Fig. 15) during the aptian rift phase of the South Atlantic and
currently extend offshore as transform faults (Hudec and
Jackson, 2004; Versfelt, 2010). In certain places, they seem to
promote intrusion of doleritic dykes.

- N-S: this system can be identified in the central and north-
eastern regions of the edge of the Huila Plateau, where it con-
trols the orientation of the relief. In some areas, N-S striking
lineaments are intruded by sills and doleritic dykes.

- N10�W-N20�W: mainly identified in the central and south-
western regions of the plateau edge, it controls the orientation
of the relief. In some areas, lineaments with this direction are
intruded by sills and doleritic dykes.
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The N20�E and E-W systems aren't as common, but can be
identified all across the edge and may have a local impact in the
geomorphology of the region. On its north-eastern end, the E-W to
N30�W lineament system is quite penetrative and it is responsible
for the spur shape of the plateau edge. It is part of the Pan-african
orogenic belt that occurs in the margins of the Congo Craton (e.g.
Maurirv, 1993). In the south-western extremity, the ENE-WSW
system is worth mentioning, as it obliquely intersects the previ-
ous systems.

The N50�W-N60�W and N60�E systems, heritage of the pre-rift
cratonic bedrock, are responsible for the main morphostructural
characteristics of the western edge of the Huila Plateau. They
control the irregular contour of its scarp that stand as rugged facets
alternating between NW-SE and NE-SW orientations. The relief of
the interior of the plateau is itself dependent on these two struc-
tural directions. Sigmoid-shaped deep valleys (in shape of an “S”)
and ridges (in shape of a “Z”) are arranged in �echelon. The combi-
nation of the structural lineaments with the digital terrain model
and the geology of the region highlights the importance of themain
structural systems in the complex tectonic evolution of the region,
as they act as true deformation corridors. The occurrence of
doleritic dykes and sills along some of the lineament of these sys-
tems proves that the correspondent faults are very deep-rooted,
reaching the lower crust.
6. Conclusions

The present study has highlighted morphological aspects of the
western edge of the Huila Plateau and allowed the identification
and characterization of the several structural lineament systems
that intersect each other in the plateau and are responsible for the
appearance of fractures/faults, crevices and canyons on the field.
The results of this work have important implications in terms of
geological mapping and regional tectonic interpretations, as well as
regional planning policies. The main contributions this study can
offer include: i) contribution to regional mapping and tectonic-
structural interpretations: this study allows assessment and
complementation of current regional geological mapping, partic-
ularly in regards to the fracture pattern of the western edge of the
Huila Plateau. The large systems of pre-rift structural lineaments
(N50�W-N60�W, N-S, N60�E) become more evident; likewise
highlighted are other secondary directions (N10�W- 20�W; N20�E;
E-W). This is a valuable asset to regional tectonic and structural
interpretations. The importance of the N60�E and N50�W-N60�W
lineaments is evidenced, because they acted as transfer faults and
normal faults (respectively) during the rift phase of the lower
Cretaceous, and so they are responsible for the indented profile of
thewestern edge of the Huila Plateau; ii) contribution to the field of
hydrogeology: the fracture pattern influences the drainage system
(dendritic to rectangular) and the location of the recharge zones of
the aquifers that are present in the Huila Plateau. The information
gathered by this system is important in establishing the protection
perimeter of the recharge zones; iii) contribution to slope stability:
the road networks linking the plateau to the lowlands cross the
edge of the plateau. The slope stability depends not only on the dip,
but also on the degree of fracturing and alteration of its constituent
rocks, as well as climatic conditions. Landslides are common,
particularly rockfalls, which leads to disruption of road communi-
cation. Similarly, along a few slopes, close to the scarps, where
vegetation is scarce, it is quite common to find small villages whose
inhabitants live under threat of landslides. Knowing the fracture
pattern could therefore help to minimize the risks associated with
these phenomena.
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